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Novel In Vivo Parasite Biology—Implications for Pathogenesis

Plasmodium falciparum is responsible for millions of infections
annually and can result in a range of outcomes. Infections in

adults with prior exposure typically are asymptomatic and serve as
reservoirs for continued infection. When children are infected, how-
ever, they can present with nonspecific flu like symptoms with a small
percentage of infections resulting in severe disease and death. These
clinical observations raise two questions. Why do only a small percentage
of children succumb to severe disease and does this stark variation of
conditions from an asymptomatic to severely ill patient impact parasite
biology?

One potential explanation for diverse outcomes is the occurrence of
variation in individual parasite biology. Biologic function can be
inferred from the comparative analysis of transcript levels in pathways
and gene ontology functions. Prior studies of whole genome transcrip-
tion from in vitro cultivated isolates collected from across the globe
found minimal global transcriptional differences (1). Evaluation of
whole genome transcription of parasites directly from blood samples,
however, demonstrated novel biology not previously seen from in
vitro studies (2). Three transcriptional programs were found, with one
correlating highly to the in vitro cultivated profile. The first novel
program suggested a major metabolic shift, characterized by an active
mitochondria and enhanced fatty acid metabolism. To understand the
mechanism of the novel programs, parasite orthologues from pub-
lished yeast data sets that had been generated under different experi-
mental conditions were projected onto the parasite transcriptomes.
This first novel state matched transcriptional patterns in yeast grown
under starvation conditions and the second novel state resembled an
environmental stress response. Interestingly, this latter parasite pro-
gram had matched patient data demonstrating significantly higher
temperatures, cytokines and markers of inflammation.

Could these novel states impact disease manifestations? The shift
in metabolism could theoretically result in higher consumption of
substrates and increase in metabolites such as lactic acid which could
be injurious. The starvation like program also had a marked and

coherent increase in abundance of genes encoding sexual forms which
could result in enhanced transmission. The study did not have suffi-
cient numbers of patients with clinically defined severe disease.
However, patients expressing laboratory markers associated with
severe disease were infected with parasites that had a similar second
novel profile. These novel transcriptional patterns will need to be
recapitulated in vitro to test their functional significance.

It is unknown if the second novel transcriptional program associ-
ated with patients demonstrating a significantly higher immune and
inflammatory response encodes enhanced virulence. However, an
increase in pathogen virulence as a consequence of host defense
response has been described in Pseudomonas where exposure to
interferon-� resulted in increased expression and function of pathogen
virulence determinants (3). This scenario is reminiscent of game
theory in which optimal behavior of one depends on the action of the
other. We could speculate that the same scenario occurs in malaria
where a robust immune response or inadequate substrates induce
changes in parasite biology with heightened virulence or transmission.

The identification of novel in vivo parasite biology raises many new
areas of exploration. Carrying out in vivo analysis is difficult, but
can allow more accurate measurement of host pathogen biology
that may be critical to understanding pathogenesis in this and other
infections. – Johanna P. Daily.
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